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Pleasant Change from Politics, A The Musical Culture of the British Labour Movement

The Question and the Strategy 1. After Socrates asks his host what it is like being old dâ€”e and rich d
â€”rather rude, we might thinkâ€”Cephalus says that the best thing about wealth is that it can save us from
being unjust and thus smooth the way for an agreeable afterlife dâ€”b. This is enough to prompt more
questions, for Socrates wants to know what justice is. Predictably, Cephalus and then Polemarchus fail to
define justice in a way that survives Socratic examination, but they continue to assume that justice is a
valuable part of a good human life. Thrasymachus erupts when he has had his fill of this conversation aâ€”b ,
and he challenges the assumption that it is good to be just. The strong themselves, on this view, are better off
disregarding justice and serving their own interests directly. See the entry on Callicles and Thrasymachus. The
brothers pick up where Thrasymachus left off, providing reasons why most people think that justice is not
intrinsically valuable but worth respecting only if one is not strong enough or invisible enough to get away
with injustice. They want to be shown that most people are wrong, that justice is worth choosing for its own
sake. More than that, Glaucon and Adeimantus want to be shown that justice is worth choosing regardless of
the rewards or penalties bestowed on the just by other people and the gods, and they will accept this
conclusion only if Socrates can convince them that it is always better to be just. So Socrates must persuade
them that the just person who is terrifically unfortunate and scorned lives a better life than the unjust person
who is so successful that he is unfairly rewarded as if he were perfectly just see dâ€”d. The challenge that
Glaucon and Adeimantus present has baffled modern readers who are accustomed to carving up ethics into
deontologies that articulate a theory of what is right independent of what is good and consequentialisms that
define what is right in terms of what promotes the good Foster , Mabbott , cf. Prichard and But the insistence
that justice be shown to be beneficial to the just has suggested to others that Socrates will be justifying justice
by reference to its consequences. In fact, both readings are distortions, predicated more on what modern moral
philosophers think than on what Plato thinks. At the beginning of Book Two, he retains his focus on the
person who aims to be happy. But he does not have to show that being just or acting justly brings about
happiness. The function argument in Book One suggests that acting justly is the same as being happy. But the
function argument concludes that justice is both necessary and sufficient for happiness a , and this is a
considerably stronger thesis than the claim that the just are always happier than the unjust. After the challenge
Glaucon and Adeimantus present, Socrates might not be so bold. Even if he successfully maintains that acting
justly is identical to being happy, he might think that there are circumstances in which no just person could act
justly and thus be happy. This will nonetheless satisfy Glaucon and Adeimantus if the just are better off that is,
closer to happy than the unjust in these circumstances. See also Kirwan and Irwin He suggests looking for
justice as a virtue of cities before defining justice as a virtue of persons, on the unconvincing grounds that
justice in a city is bigger and more apparent than justice in a person câ€”b , and this leads Socrates to a
rambling description of some features of a good city bâ€”c. This may seem puzzling. The arguments of Book
One and the challenge of Glaucon and Adeimantus rule out several more direct routes. But Book One rules
this strategy out by casting doubt on widely accepted accounts of justice. Socrates must say what justice is in
order to answer the question put to him, and what he can say is constrained in important ways. Most
obviously, he cannot define justice as happiness without begging the question. But he also must give an
account of justice that his interlocutors recognize as justice: Moreover, Socrates cannot try to define justice by
enumerating the types of action that justice requires or forbids. We might have objected to this strategy for this
reason: But a specific argument in Book One suggests a different reason why Socrates does not employ this
strategy. When Cephalus characterizes justice as keeping promises and returning what is owed, Socrates
objects by citing a case in which returning what is owed would not be just c. Wrongful killing may always be
wrong, but is killing? Just recompense may always be right, but is recompense? So Book One makes it
difficult for Socrates to take justice for granted. What is worse, the terms in which Socrates accepts the
challenge of Glaucon and Adeimantus make it difficult for him to take happiness for granted. If Socrates were
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to proceed like a consequentialist, he might offer a full account of happiness and then deliver an account of
justice that both meets with general approval and shows how justice brings about happiness. But Socrates does
not proceed like that. He does not even do as much as Aristotle does in the Nicomachean Ethics; he does not
suggest some general criteria for what happiness is. He proceeds as if happiness is unsettled. But if justice at
least partly constitutes happiness and justice is unsettled, then Socrates is right to proceed as if happiness is
unsettled. In sum, Socrates needs to construct an account of justice and an account of happiness at the same
time, and he needs these accounts to entail without assuming the conclusion that the just person is always
happier than the unjust. Socrates can assume that a just city is always more successful or happy than an unjust
city. The assumption begs no questions, and Glaucon and Adeimantus readily grant it. If Socrates can then
explain how a just city is always more successful and happy than an unjust city, by giving an account of civic
justice and civic happiness, he will have a model to propose for the relation between personal justice and
flourishing. There must be some intelligible relation between what makes a city successful and what makes a
person successful. It works even if it only introduces an account of personal justice and happiness that we
might not have otherwise entertained. Although this is all that the city-person analogy needs to do, Socrates
seems at times to claim more for it, and one of the abiding puzzles about the Republic concerns the exact
nature and grounds for the full analogy that Socrates claims. At other times Socrates seems to say that the
same account of justice must apply in both cases because the F-ness of a whole is due to the F-ness of its parts
e. Again, at times Socrates seems to say that these grounds are strong enough to permit a deductive inference:
At other times, Socrates would prefer to use the F-ness of the city as a heuristic for locating F-ness in persons
e. Plato is surely right to think that there is some interesting and non-accidental relation between the structural
features and values of society and the psychological features and values of persons, but there is much
controversy about whether this relation really is strong enough to sustain all of the claims that Socrates makes
for it in the Republic Williams , Lear , Smith , Ferrari Rather, it depends upon a persuasive account of justice
as a personal virtue, and persuasive reasons why one is always happier being just than unjust. What Justice Is
2. So his account of what justice is depends upon his account of the human soul. According to the Republic,
every human soul has three parts: This is a claim about the embodied soul. In Book Ten, Socrates argues that
the soul is immortal câ€”a and says that the disembodied soul might be simple aâ€”a , though he declines to
insist on this a and the Timaeus and Phaedrus apparently disagree on the question. At first blush, the
tripartition can suggest a division into beliefs, emotions, and desires. But Socrates explicitly ascribes beliefs,
emotions, and desires to each part of the soul Moline In fact, it is not even clear that Plato would recognize
psychological attitudes that are supposed to be representational without also being affective and conative, or
conative and affective without also being representational. The Republic offers two general reasons for the
tripartition. First, Socrates argues that we cannot coherently explain certain cases of psychological conflict
unless we suppose that there are at least two parts to the soul. The core of this argument is what we might call
the principle of non-opposition: Because of this principle, Socrates insists that one soul cannot be the subject
of opposing attitudes unless one of three conditions is met. One soul can be the subject of opposing attitudes if
the attitudes oppose each other at different times, even in rapidly alternating succession as Hobbes explains
mental conflict. One soul can also be the subject of opposing attitudes if the attitudes relate to different things,
as a desire to drink champagne and a desire to drink a martini might conflict. Last, one soul can be the subject
of opposing attitudes if the attitudes oppose in different respects. Initially, this third condition is obscure. The
way Socrates handles putative counter-examples to the principle of non-opposition at câ€”e might suggest that
when one thing experiences one opposite in one of its parts and another in another, it is not experiencing
opposites in different respects Stalley ; Bobonich , â€”31; Lorenz , 23â€” That would entail, apparently, that it
is not one thing experiencing opposites at all, but merely a plurality. The most natural way of relating these
two articulations of the principle is to suppose that experiencing one opposite in one part and another in
another is just one way to experience opposites in different respects. But however we relate the two
articulations to each other, Socrates clearly concludes that one soul can experience simultaneously opposing
attitudes in relation to the same thing, but only if different parts of it are the direct subjects of the opposing
attitudes. Socrates employs this general strategy four times. In Book Four, he twice considers conflicting
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attitudes about what to do. First, he imagines a desire to drink being opposed by a calculated consideration that
it would be good not to drink aâ€”d. We might think, anachronistically, of someone about to undergo surgery.
This is supposed to establish a distinction between appetite and reason. Then he considers cases like that of
Leontius, who became angry with himself for desiring to ogle corpses eâ€”b. These cases are supposed to
establish a distinction between appetite and spirit. In Book Ten, Socrates appeals to the principle of
non-opposition when considering the decent man who has recently lost a son and is conflicted about grieving
eâ€”b cf. Austin and when considering conflicting attitudes about how things appear to be câ€”b cf. Moss and
Singpurwalla These show a broad division between reason and an inferior part of the soul Ganson ; it is
compatible with a further distinction between two inferior parts, spirit and appetite. In the Protagoras, Socrates
denies that anyone willingly does other than what she believes to be best, but in the Republic, the door is
opened for a person to act on an appetitive attitude that conflicts with a rational attitude for what is best. How
far the door is open to akrasia awaits further discussion below. First, what kinds of parts are reason, spirit, and
appetite? Some scholars believe that they are merely conceptual parts, akin to subsets of a set Shields , Price
They would object to characterizing the parts as subjects of psychological attitudes. At face value, Socrates
offers a more robust conception of parts, wherein each part is like an independent agent. Indeed, this notion of
parts is robust enough to make one wonder why reason, spirit, and appetite are parts at all, as opposed to three
independent subjects. But the Republic proceeds as though every embodied human being has just one soul that
comprises three parts. No embodied soul is perfectly unified: She must, as we shall see, in order to be just. But
every embodied soul enjoys an unearned unity: It is not as though a person is held responsible for what his
reason does but not for what his appetite does. There are questions about what exactly explains this unearned
unity of the soul see E.
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A PLEASANT CHANGE FROM POLITICS concerns itself with the practical use that labor activists made of music in
entertaining the comrades, propagating the socialist message and raising funds, as well as the formation of musical
organizations and societies within the movement and the special place given to music and song during times of struggle.

Plot[ edit ] David and his twin sister Jennifer lead very different high-school social lives. Jennifer is shallow
and extroverted; David is introverted and spends most of his time watching television. One evening while their
mother is away, they fight over the TV. Jennifer wants to watch a concert on MTV , but David wants to watch
a marathon of Pleasantville, a black and white s sitcom about the idyllic Parker family. During the fight, the
remote control breaks, and the TV cannot be turned on manually. A mysterious TV repairman shows up,
quizzes David about Pleasantville, then gives him a strange remote control. The repairman leaves, and David
and Jennifer resume fighting. David and Jennifer must now pretend they are Bud and Mary Sue Parker, the
son and daughter on the show. David and Jennifer witness the wholesome nature of the town, such as a group
of firemen rescuing a cat from a tree. Slowly, Pleasantville begins changing from black and white to color,
including flowers and the faces of people who have experienced bursts of emotion and personal
transformation. The only people who remain unchanged are the town fathers, led by the mayor, Big Bob, who
sees the changes eating at the values of Pleasantville. They resolve to do something about their increasingly
independent wives and rebellious children. As the townsfolk become more colorful, a ban on "colored" people
is initiated in public venues. Eventually, a riot is touched off by a nude painting of Betty painted by Johnson
on the window of Mr. The soda fountain is destroyed, books are burned , and people who are "colored" are
harassed in the street. As a reaction, the town fathers announce rules preventing people from visiting the
library, playing loud music, or using paint other than black, white, or gray. In protest, David and Mr. Johnson
paint a colorful mural on a brick wall, depicting their world, prompting their arrest. Brought to trial in front of
the town, David and Mr. Johnson defend their actions, arousing enough anger and indignation in Big Bob that
the mayor becomes colored as well. Having seen Pleasantville change irrevocably, Jennifer stays to finish her
education, while David uses the remote control to return to the real world.
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Chapter 3 : A Pleasant Change from Politics : Duncan Hall :
The history of the inter-war labour movement in Britain had an endless, eclectic musical accompaniment. There were
sentimental and comic ballads at social events, socialist hymns at meetings and services, massed choirs and full
orchestras, soloists with voice and with instruments, dance bands, jazz bands, brass bands and serious composers.

History[ edit ] The site of Mount Pleasant was originally occupied by the Sewee people, an Algonquian
language -speaking tribe. On the earliest map of the time this area was called "North Point". Each family was
allotted several hundred acres in the area that became known as Christ Church parish. In the Province of
Carolina withstood several attacks by the Spanish and the French from their settlements to the south and were
victorious in defeating French invaders in an area known as "Abcaw". Later, it was also known as Shipyard
Plantation. Its deep water and abundance of good timber made it ideal for the development of a prosperous
shipbuilding enterprise. Lands adjacent to Hobcaw Point were owned at different times by several different
families, many of which maintained ferries which served Mount Pleasant. By , families were living in Christ
Church parish, including whites and slaves. As the area was developed for plantations, enslaved Africans and
African Americans made up the chief labor force of the slave society. They and the following freedmen
comprised a majority of the population through the 19th and early 20th centuries. In , Charles Pinckney
acquired a acre plantation, cultivating the commodity crops of rice and indigo. It became known as Snee Farm
near here. His son Charles retained the plantation until It was operated as a plantation through the 19th
century. On September 24, , a public meeting was held in Mount Pleasant; it resulted in the first secession
resolution passed in the state. The secession convention met in Charleston on December 20, They were also
bases for attacks on Fort Sumter. Mount Pleasant was the secret training ground for the nine-man crew of the
Confederate submarine H. Hunley to cross to Breach Inlet to test the submarine. In the original wooden plank
bridge was replaced by a trolley bridge. The Pitt Street bridge was dismantled in , but the remains can still be
seen in the Intracostal Waterway. The area has been maintained since then as the Pickett Bridge Recreation
Area. As a result of emancipation after the Civil War, the numerous slaves were freed. It continues today as a
neighborhood within Mount Pleasant. The Charleston Land Company divided this tract into smaller lots so
that freedmen could have their own land. The Charleston Land Company and Scanlonville are one of four
known cooperative real estate development ventures among African-American freedmen after the Civil War.
Fishing boats on Shem Creek West of Scanlonville is Riverside, during the Jim Crow years of the 20th century
known as the largest and oldest of five "black beaches" in Charleston County. It was established when public
facilities were segregated under state law. Riverside officially opened in and featured a dance pavilion,
athletics field, bathhouse, playground, and a boardwalk along the Wando River. King , and Ivory Joe Hunter.
James Brown was known to have frequented this hotel. Exploring the marshes After the original park owner
died in , operations of the Riverside property were taken over by Charleston County. It eventually sold the
property to a real estate company, which developed this area as a private gated community. Public access to
the waterfront ended. While the town was spared from the worst of the storm Category 4 conditions were
suffered by areas further north of the city , the town and its neighboring barrier islands were still hard-hit. A
year after the storm, more people moved to the area, and the town had its largest growth spurt. It increased
from a population of roughly 23, in to one of roughly 47, in Mount Pleasant is separated from Charleston by
the Cooper River. For many years, the town was populated largely on a seasonal basis by Charleston residents
wealthy enough to afford summer homes across the river from the Charleston peninsula. The population of
Mount Pleasant was centered in "Old Village". A second and larger bridge, the Silas N. Pearman Bridge ,
opened in On July 16, , the eight-lane Arthur Ravenel Bridge opened for automotive traffic, replacing the two
aging bridges. It is one of the longest cable-stayed bridges in the Western Hemisphere. A week before the new
bridge officially opened, pedestrians were allowed to cross the bridge, and commemorative coins were
distributed. Also, a fireworks display was a part of the ceremonies leading up to the opening of the bridge.
Several cars from the same time period as the Grace Memorial Bridge, including several restored Model A
Fords , made a final crossing of the old bridges. Local residents watched as the bridges were demolished by
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explosives over several weeks, through the summer of In , Mount Pleasant became one of the first
municipalities in the United States to pass a "pay-before-you-pump" gas ordinance. It was intended to reduce
stealing of gas that had accompanied rising prices. Route 17 , nearly as far as Awendaw. According to the
United States Census Bureau , the town has a total area of The airport shares runways with the adjacent
Charleston Air Force Base. Both airports are owned and operated by the Charleston County Aviation
Authority.
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Chapter 4 : Pleasant Change from Politics, A
A pleasant change from politics: music and the British labour movement between the wars. [Duncan Hall] -- "This book
concerns itself with the practical use that labour activists made of music in entertaining the comrades, propagating the
socialist message and raising funds, as well as the formation of.

In that context, the change in Sri Lanka really came as a pleasant surprise. She emphasised on the need to get
transitional justice into place, to look at discrimination issues in a fair manner and to have in place temporary
special measures with far-sighted vision that will help discriminated groups. Gomes agreed that ending
discrimination is not a simple objective which can be achieved in a month or year or even in a decade but the
new government has to prove that they are taking all possible measures towards achieving those objectives â€”
not only in law but also in practical terms. I know policies cannot be changed overnight. I have been in policy
for long enough to know that not always good-will and enthusiasm will lead to a good policy. They have to
balance conflicting issues. They have to be attentive to different constituencies. Gomes reminded the new
government that there is still hurt and there are a lot of issues that come with the previous period which the
new government will have to deal with, without merely saying that they have turned a new page. It will bring
these issues to a closure at personal level to deal with their pain and grief. Of course, they are not going to get
back the people they lost but there is a certain feeling of justice. She further emphasised that the punishment is
not in terms of physical punishments but in terms of the notion that there is recognition of what went wrong
after careful consideration and analysis of the entire situation. In conflict and the post conflict period, women
have a particularly difficult life. Women are left alone with single headed households, with no livelihood and
they lack security etc. What I gather is that in Sri Lanka in terms of resettlement and rehabilitation, women are
not really able to exercise any kind of agency. There is still lot of stereotype understanding and they still face
huge cultural barriers and discriminatory issues. These specific situations of women are not well recognised. I
do not think that women qualify under that category at least by my notion of being a womanist. But in
practice, the countries that have instituted a quota system have got a much more balanced political
representation. Yet she pointed out that their economic rights as a collective in terms of living wage, benefits,
working conditions, personal security and right to unionise etc have yet to be fully realised. For example their
right to dress as they wish, to live devoid of sexual objectifications and to be free from sexual and gender
based violence. Quite obviously these paradoxes persist despite the country ratifying international standards,
legislating on rights, formulating policies, implementing programmes, and providing services etc and in spite
of our work in the field spanning for four or more decades. Wickremesinghe noted that she sees Sri Lanka as
slowly recovering from State Sponsored patriarchal or rather hierarchical policy actions and related discourse
of the previous political regime which involves militarism, neo-liberalism, sexism, ethnocentrism, religious
schism and political victimisation. That means only 11 women managed to get elected to the new parliament.
Saroor questioned if the parties pro-actively searched for women who would be able to get votes and if the
parties adequately equipped them to campaign in the political platform. What were the affirmative and
proactive actions these parties took? Giving an example, she said that former Minister of Child Affairs Rosy
Senanayake who was a very prominent activist and a politician failed to secure a seat in parliament as she did
not receive enough support to campaign in certain area in Colombo due to certain restrictions that limited her
campaign in the process of giving priority to certain male candidates who were competing from her same
party. Saroor reiterated the need to stop asking women to sacrifice from time to time and putting conditions
and restrictions limiting their capacities. Saroor insisted that the recommendation of the task force should be
tabled in parliament in order to ensure safety for women and children. She also reminded that not only Tamil
women but the entire country has undergone 30 years of war but women have experienced war differently.
When focusing on livelihood development for women, Saroor insisted the need for sustainable livelihood and
giving recognition for women as primary income earners in female headed households as there are no
secondary income earners. In a patriarchy, traditionally the primary income earner is a man but the war
reversed that role where women in female headed households have now taken the entire burden of the family
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and therefore she stressed on the necessary to rethink women as the primary income earners of the family.
Giving them five chickens and a cow will not help them sustain their livelihood. Right now these women are
earning their living under poor working conditions without proper social security. Therefore we need to
develop livelihoods for women in a sustainable manner.
Chapter 5 : Pleasantville (film) - Wikipedia
Looking for 'A pleasant change from politics' - Duncan Hall Paperback / softback? Visit musicMagpie for great deals and
super savings with FREE delivery today!

Chapter 6 : Bullitt County court order changes polling place for 76 voters in Pleasant Grove
'A Pleasant Change From Politics' is one of those rare things - an academic work that still manages to be a thoroughly
entertaining and absorbing read. Through painstaking research, Hall traces the way in which the Labour Movement of
the years between the wars used various different kinds of music as a backdrop for meetings and social gatherings.

Chapter 7 : Mount Pleasant, South Carolina - Wikipedia
PLEASANT GROVE, KY (WAVE) - At p.m. Tuesday, an hour and half before polls closed for the midterm election, a
public notice alerted a change in polling place for 76 voters in Bullitt County. The coding issue was revealed by the
county's Board of Elections Chairman, Kevin Mooney, who said a.
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Chapter 3 Politics and the Resistance to Change INTRODUCTION Politics can be deï¬•ned as the science centering on
guiding and inï¬‚uencing policies and the conduct of work. Politics can play such a leading role in ch.
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Buy A Pleasant Change from Politics by Duncan Hall from Waterstones today! Click and Collect from your local
Waterstones or get FREE UK delivery on orders over Â£
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